**MON., 24.10.2016**

**Kick-Off**

10:15 Meeting at Laboratorio Occupato Spazio Morion, Calle del Morion 2951/ corner Salizada San Francesco, Castello, Venezia

10:30-12:00 Kick-Off lectures with Tina Gregoric, local experts
- **Tina Gregoric**, Thomas Amann, Katharina Urbanek, Fabian Wallmüller: Introduction of design studio theme, excursion program and experts
- **Sergio Pascolo** (requested): Venice – current and future city developments in Venice
- **Carlo Trevisan** (requested): Housing – current and future housing developments in Venice
- **Antonio Revedin** (requested): Transport – current and future harbor developments in Venice
- **Giulio Grillo** (requested): Communities – current and future communal developments, social conflicts and potentials in Venice (max. 10 min.)

12:00 Snack for lunch provided

**Collective study area visits**

with local experts, Tina Gregoric, Thomas Amann, Katharina Urbanek, Fabian Wallmüller

13:00-13:45 (sharp) Study area visit Sant’Elena. Expert: Luca Ugolini (requested) or Giulio Grillo (requested). Meeting point: Fermata vaporetto Sant’Elena

**14:15-15:00 (sharp)** Study area visit Giudecca. Experts: Carlo Trevisan (confirmed), Giulio Grillo (confirmed). Meeting point: Fermata vaporetto Palanca

**15:30-16:30 (sharp)** Study area visit Piazzale Roma/ Tronchetto. Experts: Antonio Revedin (confirmed), Sergio Pascolo (confirmed). Meeting point: Ponte della costituzione, under bridge head Piazzale Roma

17:00-17:45 (sharp) Study area visit Ghetto/ Sant’Alvise. Expert: Sergio Pascolo (requested). Meeting point: Campo di Ghetto Nuovo

**Aperitif and Dinner**

Department and local experts

19:00 Aperitif and Dinner at Osteria Ai Quattro Feri, Calle Lunga S. Barnaba/ Campo S. Barnaba, 30123 Dorsoduro, Venezia (requested)

**TUE., 25.10.2016**

**Collective visit of Biennale (Giardini + Arsenale)**

with Tina Gregoric, Thomas Amann, Katharina Urbanek, Fabian Wallmüller

10:00 Meeting at Biennale di Venezia/ entry Giardini

**10:15-16:00** Guided tours by students/ presentation of thematic research

**Workshop: Biennale Recap**

17:00-18:00 Laboratorio Occupato Spazio Morion, recap of Biennale visit

18:00-19:00 Tutorial with Tina Gregoric, Thomas Amann, Katharina Urbanek, Fabian Wallmüller

**WED., 26.10.2016**

**Individual study area visit**

with Tina Gregoric, Thomas Amann, Katharina Urbanek, Fabian Wallmüller

10:00 Meeting on site

10:15-15:00 Individual study area visits

**Workshop: How to change the world?**

with Saskia Stolz

16:30-18:00 Workshop, [Home At Arsenale]

**THU., 27.10.2016**

**Individual visit of Biennale (Giardini + Arsenale)**

10:00-15:00 (18:00) Individual visit of Biennale. Students not taking part in the visit of Fondazione Querini Stampalia and Punta della Dogana may continue their visit at the Biennale until 18:00.
Visit of Fondazione Querini Stampalia and Punta della Dogana

Guided tour by Jana Revedin (requested)

16:00 Meeting with Jana Revedin, Fondazione Querini Stampalia, Campo Santa Maria Formosa, Castello 5252, Venezia
16:00-17:00 Guided tour at Fondazione Querini Stampalia (architecture: Carlo Scarpa)
17:45-19:00 Guided tour at Punta della Dogana, Dorsoduro 2, Venezia (architecture: Tadao Ando). Last entrance at 18:00!

FRI., 28.10.2016

Workshop: Reporting from Venice

10:00-19:00 Workshop at Laboratorio Occupato Spazio Morion

Curator's talk:
Home by dekleva gregorič architects

16:30-18:00 Lecture by Aljoša Dekleva and Tina Gregorič, [Home At Arsenale], Pavillon of Slovenia, Campo della Tana, 2169/S, 30122 Venezia (entry via Biennale di Venezia/ Arsenale)

SAT., 29.10.2016

Presentation Workshop Reporting from Venice

10:30-14:30 Presentation Workshop at Laboratorio Occupato Spazio Morion with Tina Gregoric and guest critics: Aljoša Dekleva (requested),

Giulio Grillo (requested), Christian Pottgiesser (requested), Jana Revedin (confirmed), Carlo Trevisan (requested)

Lecture: Common Ault Home

Exhibitors’ presentation

16:00 Lecture by Pascale and Christian Pottgiesser, [Home At Arsenale]

Lecture: E&G Phone Home – 28 days in China

Exhibitors’ presentation

17:00 Lecture by Emmanuel Rubio, [Home At Arsenale]

Individual visit of Venice

18:00-open end

ADDRESSES:

Laboratorio Occupato Spazio Morion
Calle del Morion 2951/ corner Salizada San Francesco, Castello, Venezia

Fondazione Querini Stampalia
Campo Santa Maria Formosa, Castello 5252, Venezia

Punta della Dogana
Dorsoduro 2, Venezia

[Home At Arsenale]/ Pavilion of Slovenia
Campo della Tana, Castello 2169/S, Venezia (entry via Biennale di Venezia/ Arsenale)